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ABSTRACT

Graphs have been widely used as modeling tools in Natural Language Processing (NLP), Text Mining (TM) and Information Retrieval (IR). Traditionally, the unigram bag-of-words representation is applied; that way, a document is represented as a multiset of its terms, disregarding dependencies between the terms. Although several variants and extensions of this modeling approach have been proposed, the main weakness comes from the underlying term independence assumption; the order of the terms within a document is completely disregarded and any relationship between terms is not taken into account in the final task. To deal with this problem, the research community has explored various representations, and to this direction, graphs constitute a well-developed model for text representation. The goal of this tutorial is to offer a comprehensive presentation of recent methods that rely on graph-based text representations to deal with various tasks in Text Mining, NLP and IR.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, in text analytics tasks, the unigram bag-of-words representation is applied [1]; a document is represented as a multiset of its terms, disregarding dependencies between the terms. Although several variants and extensions of this model have been proposed (e.g., the n-gram model), the main weakness comes from the underlying term independence assumption. The order of the terms within a document is completely ignored and any relationship between terms is not taken into account in the final task (e.g., text categorization).

Nevertheless, as the heterogeneity of text collections is increasing (especially with respect to document length and vocabulary), the research community started exploring different document representations aiming to capture more fine-grained contexts of co-occurrence between different terms, challenging the well-established unigram bag-of-words model. To this direction, graphs constitute a well-developed model that has been adopted for text representation. More precisely, a graph \( G = (V, E) \) consists of a set of vertices \( V \) and a set of edges \( E \) that connect different vertices. Due to the strong modeling capabilities of graphs, vertices and edges can capture a plethora of linguistic units [14]:

- The vertices can correspond to paragraphs, sentences, phrases, words and syllables.
- The edges of the graph can capture various types of relationships between two vertices, including co-occurrence within a window over the text, syntactic relationship as well as semantic relationship.

Depending on the task and the granularity level that we are interested in, the graph itself can represent different entities, such as a sentence, a single document, multiple documents or even the entire document collection. Furthermore, the edges on the graphs can be directed or undirected, as well as associated with weights or not. For example, in the case where the vertices correspond to terms of the text and the edges capture co-occurrence relations, a directed graph is able to preserve actual flow on the text, while in the case of undirected one, an edge captures co-occurrence of two terms whatever the respective order between them is. If we are also interested to take into account of the number of co-occurrences of two terms in the document, we can consider weighted edges, where the weight of each edge will be equal to the number of co-occurrences.

In addition to the rich modeling capabilities of graphs, the scientific fields of graph theory and graph mining, has to offer plenty of sophisticated algorithms that can have direct applications in NLP, IR and Web Mining in general. That way, a plethora of text analytics and NLP tasks (e.g., web search, text categorization and keyword extraction), have been addressed combining a graph-based representation of text with graph mining algorithms.

1.1 Scope of the Tutorial

The goal of this tutorial is to offer a comprehensive presentation of recent methods that rely on graph-based text representations to deal with various tasks in Web mining, NLP and IR. We will describe basic as well as novel graph theoretic concepts and we will
examine how they can be applied in a wide range of text-related application domains.

2 OUTLINE OF THE TUTORIAL

1. Introduction
   - Basics on IR and NLP [1]
   - Highlights on graph-based document representations
   - Overview of the topics that will be covered in the tutorial
   - What the tutorial is not about

2. Graph-theoretic Concepts
   - Basic graph definitions
   - Node centrality criteria (e.g., closeness, betweenness) and community structure
   - PageRank and HITS
   - Graph degeneracy (k-core and K-truss decompositions)
   - Frequent subgraph mining
   - Basics on graph kernels

3. Graph-based Text Representations
   - How to construct a graph from a single document or a collection of documents
   - Graph-of-words concept
   - Semantics of nodes and edges
   - Edge directionality and edge weight
   - Graph construction trade-offs

4. Information Retrieval [2, 16]
   - Graph-based term weighting in IR
   - TW and TW-IDF weighting functions

5. Keyword - Keyphrase Extraction and Text Summarization
   [3–5, 8, 12, 17, 21, 22]
   - Clustering-based methods – TextRank and PageRank-based approaches for single topic keyword extraction
   - HITS algorithm for keyword extraction
   - Node centrality criteria for keyword and keyphrase extraction
   - Graph degeneracy-based methods
   - Combining graph degeneracy and submodularity for unsupervised extractive summarization – Keyphrase annotation
   - Software demonstration

   - Degeneracy-based sub-event detection in Twitter streams
   - A graph optimization approach for sub-event detection and summarization in Twitter

7. Text Categorization (TC) [6, 7, 9, 13, 15, 18–20]
   - Graph-based term weighting for TC
   - Frequent subgraphs as categorization features
   - Term graph models for TC
   - Graph matching approaches
   - Graph-based regularization for TC
   - Graph representation learning methods

8. Open Problems and Future Research
   - Graph kernels and network embeddings for document similarity and categorization
   - Dense subgraphs for keyword selection
   - Multi-topic keyword extraction

3 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

The learning outcomes of the tutorial consist in:

- A thorough presentation of novel graph-theoretic concepts and algorithms (including graph degeneracy, graph kernels and network representation learning methods), and their applications in text analytics.
- Demonstration of recent approaches of graph-based text representations in various web mining-related research areas, including information retrieval, text summarization, text categorization and their applications.
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